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mod/smart Kobra Cable
20pin Motherboard Power
Extension - White - 16 Inch

Special Price

$12.71 was
$16.95

Product Images

Short Description
Is your PSU power cable not long enough to reach your components or look down right ghetto? Well look no
further than the new Kobra MAX Power Extension Cables. Take your system to the next level of COOL and
clean up the inside of your system with style and functionality. Each wire of the extension is carefully dressed
with our custom PARACORD nylon braid to provide unprecedented wire coverage.
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Description
Is your PSU power cable not long enough to reach your components or look down right ghetto? Well look no
further than the new Kobra MAX Power Extension Cables. Take your system to the next level of COOL and
clean up the inside of your system with style and functionality. Each wire of the extension is carefully dressed
with our custom PARACORD nylon braid to provide unprecedented wire coverage with minimal bunching and
bulging. Our custom PARACORD also gives you the tightest possible wrap of the wire to give our wires the
smallest OD (Outer Dimension). Smaller wires equal more system airflow and less inner case space
requirements. Kobra MAX cables are the finest sleeved extension cables you can purchase without feeling
frayed. A pair of Kobra Cable Bundlers is included for added wire management!

Features
Custom PARACORD nylon braid for unprecedented wire coverage. Tightest fit braid for no unsightly
bulges.
End to End braid without heatshrink. Stranded 18 Gauge wire, for excellent bend radius.
Standard Molex connectors used to ensure 100% compatibility. Provides a professional finished look.
Only MASS PRODUCED single braid extension cable made in the USA. 3 custom lengths to choose from
– 8 inch, 16 inch, and 24 inch.
Over 30 vibrant colors/color combinations to pick from. Every wire in every extension is tested for
proper power transmission.

Additional Information
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Brand

Mod/Smart

SKU

KBRA-MB20-16X-WH-D

Weight

0.2000

Color

White

Cable Type

PSU ATX 20-pin Extension Cable

Length

16"

Special Price

$12.71
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